Background {#Sec1}
==========

Finding the largest code (in cardinality) with a given length and minimum distance is one of the most fundamental problems in coding theory. The most well-known upper bounds for the Hamming metric are the Hamming bound, Plotkin bound, Singleton bound and Elias bound, and these bounds have been formulated for the Lee metric also, although the expressions are slightly more complicated. Delsarte ([@CR7]) introduced association schemes to coding theory to deal with topics involving the inner distribution of a code. An important approach arises from association schemes to the problem of determining the upper bound for the size of a code, namely the linear programming approach. The asymptotically best upper bound in the Hamming metric is the McEliece--Rodemich--Rumsey--Welch bound, see McEliece et al. ([@CR9]), which is based on the linear programming approach, and gives a substantial improvement to the earlier best upper bound, which is the Elias bound. In the Hamming metric, the distance relations between codewords directly define an association scheme, but in the Lee metric, the distance relations between the Lee-compositions define the association scheme. The Lee association scheme and linear programming bounds for Lee codes have been discussed by Astola ([@CR3]), Solé ([@CR10]), and Tarnanen ([@CR11]). Generalizing to finite Frobenius rings, the linear programming bound for codes equipped with homogeneous weight, including the Lee weight on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A code is defined as a subset of vectors of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_L({\mathbf {z}},{\mathbf {x}}) \le e$$\end{document}$. When designing codes *C*, the minimum distance *d* of the code is imposed as an initial requirement. The goal is then to design a code having the largest number of codewords, so that one can send reliably as many messages as possible, with the guarantee of correcting errors of Lee weight smaller than or equal to *e*. Since the problem of designing the largest codes is not solved yet in general, finding upper bounds on the size of the code *C* for a given *d* is considered one of the major problems in information theory. For example when new codes are proposed, comparing their size against the known upper bounds allows to prove their optimality if they achieve the upper bounds.

In the case of Lee distance, the constraints that need to be satisfied by an error correcting code with a given distance *d* can be conveniently analyzed using the association scheme introduced by Delsarte ([@CR7]). The scheme has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With these constraints, the cardinality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have previously shown that in the case of *linear* Lee codes we can use the following sharpening of the linear programming problem (see Astola and Tabus [@CR2]). Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The above sharpening is based on an invariance-type property of the Lee-compositions of a linear code. In the Hamming metric, multiplying codewords by a constant does not change the weight of the codewords. However, in the Lee metric, multiplication typically changes the Lee-composition of the codeword and so also usually the Lee weight. With linear codes, since they are linear subspaces of vector spaces, all the multiplied versions of any codeword also belong to the code. The authors have previously shown that there are as many codewords having the Lee-composition of a given codeword $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we formulate this property of Lee-compositions of a *linear* Lee code in terms of an action of the multiplicative group of the field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb {F}}_{q}^{n}=\{{\mathbf {x}}\mid x_{i}\in {\mathbb {F}}_{q},i=1,\ldots ,n\}$$\end{document}$. In addition, we show some useful properties of certain sums of Lee-numbers. Using the equality constraints introduced by Astola and Tabus ([@CR2]) and the properties of certain sums of Lee-numbers, we may compact the set of variables and linear constraints in the linear programming problem, and perform all computations with rational numbers. Compacting the problem leads to a faster execution, which allows to efficiently compute the bounds for large parameter values.

The group action {#Sec2}
================

In the paper by Astola and Tabus ([@CR2]), a mapping $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The mapping of the Lee-compositions can be formulated in terms of a group action.

**Definition 1** {#FPar1}
----------------
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**Lemma 1** {#FPar2}
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*Proof* {#FPar3}
-------
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                \begin{document}$$\tau ({\mathbf {t}})$$\end{document}$ are the orbits of the above group action. Therefore, the theory of group actions can be used for studying the Lee-compositions and the linear programming problem, e.g., for the compact problem that we introduce in this paper, the orbit-counting theorem (see, for instance, Burnside [@CR5]) can be used for determining the complexity of the problem as the number of orbits equals the number of variables in the compact problem.

Properties of certain sums of Lee-numbers {#Sec3}
=========================================

In this section we study certain sums of Lee-numbers, where the Lee-numbers are taken over Lee-compositions belonging to a given orbit. We show that this type of a sum is rational as opposed to the Lee-numbers, which in many cases are irrational numbers, and that it satisfies certain equality constraints.

Since the values of the coefficients of the inner distribution are equal for all compositions in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us introduce the following lemma.

**Lemma 2** {#FPar4}
-----------
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Now, using Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), we can write the sum in parentheses above as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Furthermore, we notice that when we look at the sums$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Lemma 3** {#FPar6}
-----------
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*Proof* {#FPar7}
-------

First, we transform these sums using ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) into sums of the following form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The compact linear programming problem {#Sec4}
======================================
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In Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, the computation time is also shown for each *n*. When computing the sharpened linear programming bound by giving additional equality constraints to the linear programming solver, more computation time is required for given parameters than with the general linear programming problem given by ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), since the linear programming solver is given a larger set of overall constraints. However, using the compact problem introduced in this paper reduces the computation time significantly, since there are less variables and constraints and all computations can be performed with rational numbers. For example, on an Apple iMac 5K (late 2014) with Intel Core i7 (I7-4790K), 32 gigabytes of memory, and a 64-bit operating system OS X Yosemite, and using the linprog linear programming solver of Matlab, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The obtained bounds can be used for identifying optimal codes. Consider the bound for *k* given in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

In this paper, we formulated the invariance-type property of Lee-compositions introduced by Astola and Tabus ([@CR2]) in terms of an action of the multiplicative group of the field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb {F}}_{q}$$\end{document}$ on the set of Lee-compositions. This formulation is useful in the theoretical study of Lee-compositions and linear Lee codes. In addition, we have shown some useful properties of certain sums of Lee-numbers that appear in the constraints of the linear programming problem of linear Lee codes. Based on the equality constraints and these properties, we constructed a more compact linear programming problem for linear Lee codes, leading to a fast execution and allowing all computations to be performed using integers. This leads in practice to having available upper bounds for codes with parameters higher than available up to now.
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